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Boutwells Landing
Auditorium A

Pre-meeting Breakfast &
Coffee - 7:30 at Joseph’s
Restaurant.
Meeting - 9:00am
Program: Randy Gawtry,
KØCBH, Timewave
Technology Inc.

Randy Gawtry, KØCBH

Timewave and Ham Radio Deluxe
Randy Gawtry (KØCBH), president of
Timewave Technology, Inc., will be our
guest speaker at the club’s March 9
meeting. A ham since 1960, many of you
know of his St. Paul-based company and
have probably bumped into Randy at local
ham events. In addition to gear for Amateur Radio, Timewave manufactures
instrumentation and communications
devices for the industrial
Continued on page 2

SARA Nets & Roundtables
HF Phone Roundtable Daily except
Tuesday & Thursday @ 20:00 Local on
1.903 MHz± with alternate 1.955 MHz.
SARA Repeater Weekly Net Wednesday
21:00 Local WØJH Repeater
147.060 MHz + 114.8 Hz tone
Digital Modes Net -Sunday,
19:003851.150 MHz (center freq. ~1000)
Enable RxID and TxID
BPSK63 (BPSK31 on 3/10/13)

Handiham Nets
VHF/UHF Daily 11:00 Local on the NØBVE
Repeater 145.450- & 444.65- ( 114.8),
Echolink HANDIHAM Node 494492.
WIRES #1427.
NCS varies. Sunday session is a
roundtable.
HF CW Friday 08:00 CST, 7.112 MHz
informal slow speed CW Net.
W8IRT NCS. Email: w8irt@aol.com
Tech Net at 19:00 Central Time
Thursdays, same nodes/frequencies as
above.

S.A.R.A. is a proud affiliate of the Courage Center Handiham System

Program, from page 1

and government markets. In late 2011, Randy acquired the popular
software many hams use today; Ham Radio Deluxe with Digital
Master.
So, exactly what is Ham Radio Deluxe? Ham Radio Deluxe (HRD) is
an integrated suite of software products for amateur radio. The five
modules in the suite provide rig control, logging, digital
communications, satellite tracking and rotator control. Digital
Master, also known as DM-780, provides the most popular sound
card digital modes with direct integration to Ham Radio Deluxe.
Randy is coming to our meeting to tell us all we ever wanted to
know about HRD. So, come listen and learn. Bring any questions and
comments you may have.
As an added bonus to SARA and its members, Randy is donating a
complete HRD/DM software program! It will be raffled at the
meeting!! We understand Randy is also offering a special “SARA
discount” to all club members. Members will enjoy a 10% discount
on the HRD/DM program for one month!
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Greeting from the President – March 2013
Thanks to Greg (KØGW) and Skip (KSØJ) for taking the
time to prepare and share their knowledge and
perspective on the various aspects of the ARRL
organization. Going over my notes I came up with a few
ARRL offerings that piqued my interest. First and foremost
is the fact that ARRL represents the hobby’s interest in preserving as well
as gaining frequency spectrum. Working with the FCC the league is a
strong participant in discussions around band allocations and the
telecommunications industry. I shudder to think where our hobby would
be if our interests were neglected.
Another important role of the league is the writing and publishing of
training material, handbooks, specialized periodicals (QEX and NCJ) and
QST. Greg was correct in his statement of who else would publish this
material, especially specific to the hobby? Finally, what I didn’t know was
the technical service ARRL provides to its members - specifically, the
availability of email support, technical information services, bulletins and
assistance isolating and identifying power-line or broadcast interference.
These and the other services provided by the ARRL more than justify our
joining.
I was fortunate to grab a few minutes of Skip’s time after the meeting. I
was interested in some of the statistics around amateur radio from within
Minnesota.
Here are a few stats you may not have known:


Minnesota is 21st in the country with 11,541 operators (12/12 data)



The class distribution is as follows:
 Extra = 2184
 Advanced = 970
 General = 2702
 Tech = 5458
 Novice = 221
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Greeting, continued from page 3





Number of ARRL members within the state is 2642, up 23% since 2011
There are 47 affiliated clubs and 20 independent clubs within the state
Nationally, there are 709,575 total hams (12/12 data)
Number of ARRL members nationally is 160,654, up 23% since 2011

The average age has dropped from 68 to 60 since 2008. This is mainly
due to new enthusiasts entering the hobby.
We’ve asked Skip to present again later this Fall. I took a sneak peak at
his presentation and was quite impressed. I’m sure you will be too!
This month we have another treat in store for us; Randy Gawtry (KØCBH)
will stop by and give us a presentation on Ham Radio Deluxe and Digital
Master. At the end of the presentation, we will be raffling off a free copy
of Ham Radio Deluxe donated by Randy. I’ve been told that this software
is feature rich making it both a desirable and useful tool for your shack.
Be sure to come to the meeting this month to learn more about this
product.
Don’t forget the pre-meeting-breakfast at Joseph’s Restaurant at 7:30 am.
Meeting Minutes
Note that the minutes from the February meeting have been posted to the
SARA website. If you note anything needing correcting, please send your
comments to Jim WØELC at:
Secretary@RadioHam.org.
One Final Note – Everyone is encouraged to stop by every Thursday
evening to participate in the SARA weekly eyeball. It’s an activity I look
forward to every week. I hope to see you there!
See you Saturday… es, 73
Peter – NØGRM
SARA President
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From the Shack
A.K.A. “NØGRM’s Quasi-Relevant Diatribe”
I took the opportunity last Saturday to
participate in the Skywarn class held at the
Stillwater Public Library. The experience
was well worth my time. There were over
60 people in attendance in the four hour class, an hour for lunch and another
half hour for licensed amateurs at the end of the class. I’m now certified #9398 – to spot weather for Skywarn.
I didn’t know this before but all the fancy Doppler radar we hear so much
about doesn’t have the ability to see what’s happening close to the ground,
thus the need for weather spotters. I almost hate to admit this, but I also
learned what a wall cloud is (we’ve heard that term on WCCO) and where
tornados are found and where/how hail is formed within a cloud. Yes - I
know where babies come from. There were numerous photos and videos of
storms developing, both in real time and sped up. Some of the videos looked
sped up but were not. On one of those you could hear the folks behind the
camera scrambling to get back to the car!
Now that I know what I’m looking at, I will be paying more attention to this
summer’s storm activity. I’ve already figured out how to film them (even in
the rain) and have programmed the Skywarn repeater frequencies into my
two meter rig.
I want to finish this up by sharing that I was easily able to convince my wife
Tracy (she’s not too fond of the term XYL) to participate as well. She’s a big
weather fan. In fact, her favorite channel on the radio is the weather
channel. The experience was fun for her as well and she is planning on
attending the advanced class at St. Thomas this spring. I also invited a
friend of mine who I’m working on to get his license. He’s been in the shack
during some successfully DX QSOs. I’m keeping my fingers crossed.
It was a long day of class, but there was a lot to learn, good videos, photos
and stories to share. If you missed this one – mark your calendar for next
year.
Time to wrap this up – Duke needs to go outside.
73 - Peter, NØGRM
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in the newsletter, you’ll learn more about
the Technician class.
Of course we can’t have classes without
teachers/instructors! I’m here to tell you,
SARA is really fortunate to have a bunch
of great teachers. I’ve visited clubs
where one or two people give instruction
for all topics. Yes, they mean well but are
probably burned out in a few years.

Listen up class; the theme for this
month’s article is LEARNING!

And now a few more words on teaching!
You could say teaching is the flip side of
learning. (How many of you know where
the expression “flip side” comes from?)
Some of you may not know it, but
maybe the best way to learn something
is to teach it! Indeed any responsible
teacher will go thru the material forwards
and backwards so they can convey the
content accurately. And, while I’m on
the subject of teaching – some of us
learned in the military and business to
use the “3Ts” method. It goes like this: 1.
Tell ‘em What You’re Gonna Tell ‘em, 2.
Tell What You Want to Tell ‘em and 3. Tell
‘em What You Told ‘em. (Actually, you
may not know this teaching technique
by the 3T designation since I just now
coined it. I wonder if it’s worthy of an
OXB trademark?!)

I guess it’s no accident the SARA
education and training program pretty
much kicks off now. Many of you know
about and some attended the clubsponsored Skywarn Weather Spotter
class. If you read this month’s entire
newsletter, you’ll learn how that went.
(IMHO: It went quite well – and, as I’ve
said before, I’m a tough grader!) The
week after the Skywarn class, we started the spring Technician License class. (I
know some think I forgot to capitalize
the “s” in spring – but I learned long ago
the seasons of the year are not
capitalized except at the beginning of
a sentence.)
I had a chance to talk with some of the
new Tech class students before the tagteam instructors (Bob – WØGAF & Greg
– KØGW) arrived. To continue a long
story; I’m really encouraged to see and
hear the enthusiasm these non hams
have for Amateur Radio! (BTW: I was
gonna use the word “uplifted” to
describe my feelings – but reconsidered!) And, I must say – the group is
made-up of a variety of ages. Of course
you wouldn’t expect those in the Stillwater Area High School Physics class to
legally buy beer! Would you BELIEVE
one student, a “kid” from N. St. Paul,
actually wants to learn Morse code?!
(The next thing you know, he’ll want to
operate a rig that runs on 8 AAA
batteries!) Again, if you read elsewhere

OK, now for a Quick Quiz.
The following is part of an offering from
one of SARA’s long-time education and
training volunteers. For the right
monetary amount, I can be persuaded
to divulge his name. (At least I gave you
the hint he’s a he!) You may find the
answers to these and other questions
elsewhere in the newsletter.

Take a few minutes to study these;
you may learn something!


If you try to fail and succeed, which
have you done?
Continued on next page
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OXB, continued



How does a vacuum (Thermos®)
bottle know how to keep hot things
hot and cold things cold?



What was the best thing around
before there was sliced bread?



Why do you think they put Braille on
the drive-thru bank machines?



If a parsley farmer is sued, can his
wages be garnished?



What would the government do if
they saw an endangered animal
eating an endangered plant?



What is another word of synonym?



If a tin horn is made out of tin, what’s
a fog horn made of?



What exactly is the difference
between a fat chance and a slim
chance?

OK folks, I hope you learned something
today. And, that’s about all I have time
for right now.
73 es CUL,
Dave (WØOXB)
OXBism: “What if there were no
hypothetical questions?!”
Disclaimer
The information contained in this column is subjective. It is for entertainment and educational
purposes only and not warrantied for content,
accuracy, or any other implied or explicit purpose; it may not apply to your situation. The author, publisher and distributor provide no warranty
regarding the content or accuracy of this material. Neither the author nor publisher shall be liable
for any stress, anxiety or misuse that may result.
© 2013 WØOXB. All rights reserved. A single copy
of this material may be reprinted for
noncommercial, personal use only.
OXB, OXBism, OXB Special, 3T, Counterpoise and
the Counterpoise logo are trademarks of WØOXB.

What is this thing?
And for bonus points, see if you




can figure out what the heck
the thing is in the mystery photo:
Whattizit!
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Thursday evenings: Eyeball
QSO
Technician Class continues at
Stillwater Public Library on
Thursday evenings.
(See page 13 for details.)
March 9: SARA meeting
April 13: SARA meeting
May 11: SARA meeting

Sara Membership Badges
Several members have asked about availability of new SARA
membership badges. Most members who had paid their dues on schedule
prior to the December 2012 meeting should have received a current
badge either prior to, or at the December meeting. Normally badges are
not mailed out, but have been available at the Monthly Meeting.
George KCØWOA, had been donating all supplies and printing the badges. With his
unfortunate passing at the beginning of January, the printing of badges came to a halt.
We do know that there were some badges that were printed, but had not been picked
up. Those were in possession of George and not available to us at this point, so I am
not currently aware of which badges that would involve.
We do have a volunteer who has offered to pick up the task of printing badges, but
there will be a time lag to get the process back up and running. Supplies will need to
be obtained, and time will be needed to refine the process, as well as catch up on the
backlog of unprinted badges. Thank you for your patience and understanding.

VE Sessions Scheduled
With the conclusion of Skywarn Training and the beginning of the Technician Class on
February 28th, I have scheduled our next VE Session for April 25th. This session will
be at Boutwells Landing with exams beginning at 6pm.
We will also be conducting an exam session in conjunction with Handiham Radio
Camp near Maple Lake, MN on August 1st, with exams beginning at 1:30pm.
Normally I have no problem with extra VEs, or well-wishers congregating in the hall
outside the exam room as long as the noise level is held down. However our upcoming
exam at Boutwells will be in a more confined area. I am requesting that if you are not
already on the VE Team to work that session, or there to take an exam, please do not
appear, as I will ask you to leave. It is not fair to examinees having distractions from
excess noise or people milling about.
Anyone with questions regarding an exam session may contact me.
Shel, NØDRX - 651-439-1272 - email: n0drx@hotmail.com

Library Donation
As was reported at the February Monthly Meeting, SARA has donated 4
new ARRL books to the Stillwater Public Library. At least 3 years ago,
SARA had donated a special ARRL group of books to the library, but as all
of the license manuals from that package had outdated, it was decided by
the SARA Board that license manuals for all 3 license classes be
replaced, as well as donating a new antenna book. As a service to the
community and ham radio in particular, it is the intention of the Board, that
we continue to maintain a current version of each of the individual license
manuals at the library.
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Buy / Sell / Trade / FREE!
Note: Also see gear for sale in SARA Meeting Minutes, February 9.
For Sale
Used antenna and rotator
1. Traffie Technology 5 Band Hex Beam Antenna, model HX-5Bi,
http://www.hexbeam.com, $375.
2. Hy-gain Ham V rotator with DCU-1 controller, $375.
3. Yaesu GS-065 thrust bearing, $50
Package price for all three items:

$650.

Note: I am the second owner of the first two items. I took the antenna
down this past summer when my local city covenants caught up with me.
All are working well. Prices are FOB my Mendota Heights QTH. Jim
(K3SJW): 651-452-3328
FREE!
I have two small boxes of assorted electronic parts, transistors, resistors,
capacitors, variable capacitors, a few panel meters, etc., etc. I would like
to give these to anyone who does experimenting and can get use of them.
Jim (K3SJW): 651-452-3328
For Sale
1. Icom IC-2100H 2m Mobile Transceiver (55W TX; Covers 118 – 174
MHz RX)
2. Cushcraft 13B2 13 element, VHF Yagi Antenna (new in the box – never
used!)
Make me an offer I can’t refuse!! Jerry (KBØJER): 651-738-6327

SARA Needs YOU!
Get involved ...
Make a difference ...
Have fun!
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ON THE WATERFALL
By Joe Heitzinger KCØOIO
(DMC #05351, EPC #19663, 070 #1601)

Greetings OM and YLs! Welcome once
again to “ON THE WATERFALL.”
Continuing with “Software – what should I use!?!” let’s look at the Ham Radio
Deluxe package which incorporates Digital Master-780 digital modes program
this month. We’ll get back to FLDIGI in the coming months.
There has been much happening on the Ham Radio Deluxe front in recent
months. The much-anticipated Version 6 became available on February 8th,
2013, released in conjunction with HamCation in Orlando, FL. HRD Version 6
can be downloaded at http://www.hrdsoftwarellc.com/default.html. HRD Version 6 is available for $99.95 and includes updates and support for 1 year from
date of purchase. You can still download the final free version 5.24.36 from the
same website, however, there will be no further development of Version 5.
HRD is a fully-featured station control software package. The integrated suite
consists of five modules: rig control, rotator control, satellite tracking, HRD Logbook, and DM-780, a robust digital modes package that is very popular in the
digital modes community. I use HRD/DM-780 as my primary digi modes software. DM-780 provides most popular sound card digital modes and links directly to Ham Radio Deluxe Logbook as well as the integrated rig control.
DM-780 is a multi-mode sound card digital mode software. It allows one to work
many of the popular digital modes including BPSK, QPSK, Contestia, DominoEx,
Hellschreiber, MFSK, MT63, Olivia, Thor, Throb, RTTY and of course CW. The user
interface is friendly and configurable, with many options to customize the program for the way you like to operate. DM-780, like FLDIGI, has a signal browser
called SuperSweeper that when active can be configured to decode up to 60
signals in BPSK, or CW, or RTTY. I have mine set for 20 active channels. I find that
anymore and the screen gets quite cluttered. More channels will also slow
down your computer as more CPU time is required to decode the signals.
Operating in DM-780 can be streamlined through the use of macros and a little
bit of prep work for information such as Name, age, QTH, station and so on.
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Most multi-mode packages allow the use of macros and it is very helpful to
speed up the exchange of common information. DM-780 is very easy to use.
Once you work with it for a few times, you become very comfortable with the
operating environment.
HRD’s Rig Control works with a wide variety of today’s rigs as well as many older
“legacy” transceivers. I use it with my Icom 706MkIIG. The 706’s CAT controls
are limited by the rig, not HRD. I have used HRD with an IC-718 and there are
more controls and sliders available in HRD for that rig, due to the level of CAT
control in the rig. The newer your rig, the greater the level of programming within the rig to allow for external control.
The SARA monthly meeting for March will feature Randy Gawtry, K0CBH, who is
an owner of HRD Software LLC as well as a principal with Timewave. Randy will
be presenting information on Ham Radio Deluxe and Timewave and AEA
equipment.
SARA has a Digital Modes Net on 80 meters on Sunday evenings beginning at
1900 hrs local. You can find us at 3851.150 with the “sweet spot” or center frequency around 1000. Turning on your RxID and TxID will make it easy to find us.
We’ve been using BPSK63 but we can and will change modes to accommodate users. We’ve had a request to run the net in BPSK31 occasionally so that
KX3 users can utilize the integral BPSK31 capabilities of their rig. We’ll start that
this month on the Sunday after the SARA monthly meeting.
Until next time, 73 and hope to see you on the waterfall de KCØOIO sk

SARA Education & Training
It’s March and spring is on the horizon, so that means it’s training time at SARA. Once again
we kicked off the training season with the first Twin Cities area Skywarn class of the year.
Sixty people, including a good contingent of SARA members, came to the Stillwater library to
dust off their storm spotting skills. Steve (ABØYQ) and Steve (KCØLXR) provided the instruction again this year, and even though the class ran a little overtime, our spotting skills were
refreshed, and all had a good time. Following the successful Skywarn class, we rolled right
into a new Technician licensing class the following week. We started the first session off with a
dozen eager students, including four from the Stillwater Area High School physics class.
Continued thanks to Dennis (KBØJX) for encouraging his students to explore ham radio.
Dennis gives extra credit to his students who attend our class. And a BIG THANKS to club
members who volunteer to teach the SARA licensing classes and the VE testing team. Some
of you have been doing this year-after-year for quite a while. Your ongoing commitment to
expand the ranks of ham radio contributes directly to the health of the hobby!
73, Bob (WØGAF)
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6.020200 Released March 2013

CW is back!
The W4MQ software used for the Handiham remote base stations
W0ZSW and W0EQO has been updated, thanks to the efforts of the
Handiham Remote Base Team and programmer Jose Tamayo,
KK4JZX. The new software resolves issues of the software missing
CW filters as well as several other fixes. We have also added and RSS
feed so that you can subscribe to update notices posted on the IRB
blog. Find this and the latest news at the Remote Base website:
http://handiham.org/remotebase/
The software works on Windows XP, Vista, Windows 7 and Windows 8,
32 and 64 bit. It is rumored to work under WINE in Linux, but we are
seeking confirmation on this. Give it a try!
73, Pat, wa0tda@arrl.net
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Technician License Class Continues Thursday Evenings
Don't you know SOMEONE who might enjoy the wonderful world of Amateur Radio?!
Wouldn't you like to enjoy ham experiences with your spouse, kids, grand-kids, brothers, sisters, nephews, nieces, cousins, in-laws or other family members?! How about
friends, neighbors, work acquaintances or others?

Technician License classes will be held at the Stillwater
Public Library (224 Third Street North).
Eight Thursday classes plus a final exam session
will run from 6:00 to 8:00 pm.
Here's a perfect time to get SOMEONE started in Amateur Radio.
I can guarantee there may never be an easier, better opportunity for almost anyone
to get their license! (Remember, there's no Morse code required!)
I'm sure I don't have to tell you about this great hobby - pass the word!

It’s not too late to
join the class!

Questions? Call Bob (WØGAF): 651.773.7981 or Dave (WØOXB): 651.436.3334
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Thank you to all of our volunteers who help SARA
during special events, serve as club officers, present
programs, work on projects like the constitution and
nonprofit status, maintain and host our repeater,
manage the website, edit the newsletter,
and help in so many ways.
We couldn’t do it without you!
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